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THE GHETTO MARKETING LIFE CYCLE
A CASE OF UNDERACHIEVEMENT

The marketing profession is being exhorted froir within and without to

be nore socially relevant, at the same time to broaden its purview to non-

traditional areas and to look more critically at its past performance. The

latter has traditionally referred to marketing practitioners. Marketing

scholars and researchers more typically were on the sidelines, leading the

criticism and raising the cry for social relevance. But, it seems fair to

ask, what has been the track record of the academics and researchers them-

selves? Have they met the social relevancy challenge when it was obvious

to them? Have their contributions been significant and durable? What can

they (we) learn from a critical assessment of their own past performance

The present paper addresses this issue, looking specifically at the

contribution of marketing academics and researchers to the analysis of,

and the proposal of solutions for, the so-called ghetto marketing problem

as evidenced by the discipline's published rhetoric and research. Ghetto

marketing is a particularly useful case study for several reasons:

1. There is clearly a benchmark from which to begin tracing the

marketing profess ion's involvement, the publication of David

2
Caplovitz's seminal study, The Poor Pay Move in 1963.

2. Just as clearly (as will be supported below) our interest

in the topic after ten years is clearly on the wane;

3. The issues involved are clearly within the traditional

marketing domain (as opposed to, say, the problem of

marketing contraceptives in developing countries);
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4. most importantly, it is an issue we have been saying for a long

time is a major social issue to which we must address consider-

3
ablw attention.

The sections to follow will trace the development of the ghetto mar-

keting topic in the marketing literature both quantitatively and qualita-

tively and then reflect upon the nature of the development and the lessons

that it holds for our efforts in this ani other areas of academic social

relevance. The analysis begins with Caplovitz's pioneering study.

Ir the Beginning

As noted, a clear benchmark for beginning observation of the marketing

profession's contributions to the ghetto marketing issue is the publication

of David Caplovitz's pioneering study of the very serious consumption

problems of poor and minority consumers in New York City published in 1963.

Caplovitz's book laid much of the ground work for what we know today.

While mainly descriptive in character, it set forth a theoretical model of

the poor consumer's problem and a set of recommendations about what should

be done. Basically, Caplovitz saw the marketing system in the ghetto as

"a deviant one, in which unethical and illegal practices abound." In a

mass consumption economy, the poor are likely to want much of what the

non-poor have, some of them to compensate for inabilities to spend for

other status symbols (education, housing, etc.). To get it, they must go

into debt and this need for credit plus the newly immigrant poor's fre-

quent preference for traditional marketing institutions such as peddlers

and neighborhood stores put them in the hands of merchants who feel thev

can be easily exploited. Their need for credit also involves them in

transactions (involving credit contracts) where the opportunities for





exploitation abound. The results in high prices, high interest rates,

deception and insolvency are well documented in Caplovitz's book.

Given this view of the problem, Caplovitz proposec two major path-

ways to improvement: "changing the consumer through education and

5
changing the marketing system through legislation." Finally, it may

be noted that although his 1963 analysis concerned primarily durable

goods purchases, Capicvitz apparently believed that his model and his

recommendations would apply to food products as well.

Caplovitz's causal model is made explicit in figure 1. He proposes

two major interrelated sets of factors causing some consumers to be dis-

advantaged in the marketplace relative to others . The first set of

factors are the personal characteristics of the consumers , operating

both directly (as in the case of lower income or minority racial status)

and indirectly (through self-perceptions of powerlessness or through

secondary wants for compensatory consumption) to cause these consumers

difficulty in the marketplace. The second major set of causative factors

was the venal behavior of exploitative merchants to whom such consumers

are typically exposed. As Caplovitz recognized, these factors are

clearly interactive. For example, the poor's feelings of powerlessness

inhibit them from learning about and/or using the courts to combat mer-

chant fraud which presumably encourages merchants to be more fraudulent

which in turn causes many disadvantaged consumers to feel even more

powerless.

Figure 1 about here





After Caplovitz

If Caplovitz' s book signalled the importance of the problem, what was

the response of marketing researchers and academics? One way, perhaps the

only way, of looking systematically at this response is to observe the

quantity and quality of the profession's written output after 1963. To

this end, a systematic accumulation was made of ail articles appearing

between 1964 and 1974 in four major marketing journals, Journal of Marketing ,

Journal of Marketing Research , Journal of Advertising Research and Journal

7
of Retailing and in the proceedings of the American Marketing Association

dnd the Association for Consumer Research Conferences. (This set of sources

will be referred to subsequently as the "marketing literature",) These

articles totalled 123; 61 in journals, 62 m proceedings.

Such a data base, of course, presents difficulties. First, it ignores

other publications by marketing scholars in other sources end thus under-

represents the total output. This is granted; but the present analysis is

concerned not with the absolute size of the output but with its time-shape

and quality . For these purposes, articles in what is defined here as the

"marketing literature" is assumed to be a representative sample. A second

problem with respect to the time-shape of activity is that published out-

put comprises a lagged measure of activity. While this distinction will

be attended to in the sections to follow.,, it does not affect the basic

conclusions.

The Ghetto Marketing Life Cycle

A histogram of the 123 articles on ghetto marketing published in the

marketing literature between 1964 and 1974 is presented in figure 2. The

distribution of articles over time clearly suggests a product life cycle.





This is particularly true for journal articles which are not subject to

the quirks of conference program chairmen who can strongly influence the

9
amount of proceedings publications ia a given year. biven the reasonable-

ness of the life cycle model it will be useful for the present analysis

to divide the discussion into the four traditional life cycle stages:

Introduction 1964 though 1967

Growth 1968 and 1969
Maturity 1970 through 1972
Decline 1973 and 1974

Figure 2 about here

The Introductory Period

For the first four years after the publication of The Poor Pay Move ,

(the introductory period) the contribution of the marketing profession was

relatively sparse. During this period, two of the three most frequently

cited works were published outside the "marketing literature" by people

not then within the mainstream of the marketing discipline: Marcus

Alexis' early work on spending behavior of blacks and whites and Kenry

A. Bullock's series of articles on "Consumer Motivations in Black and

White." Further, both sets of art'cles were in the segmentation re-

search tradition
5
testing for differences between blacks and whites with

only secondary interest in the question of market disadvantage raised by

Caplovitz's work. The only frequently cited article in the
1

' marketing

literature by marketing scholars during this period, Bauer, Cunningham

1?
and Wortzel's piece on "The Marketing Dilemma of Negroes" was also

largely in the segmentation tradition. Indeed, of all 8 articles pub-

lishedj during this period, none cited Caplovitz's seminal work.

The Growth Period

It is clear that it was not Caplovitz's scholarly treatise that





sparked a rapid growth in interest among marketing scholars in problems

of ghetto marketing but the urban riots in the mid-sixties, an event that

I believe sijnificantly altered our iew of marketing. The evidence in

and around the riots both in rhetoric and in pi al violence demonstra-

ted very vividly to all of us what the marketing system was somehow not

performing its vaunted goal of improving America's standard of living at

least as it affected America's most disadvantaged consumers. It is safe

to say that this revelation came as a shock to many marketing academics.

Propelled by these events and by the (since discredited) BLS study of

supermarket pricing practices in low income areas of 1966 and congres-

sional committee hearings on supermarket operations in low income areas

14
in 1967, marketing scholars soon joined their increasingly radicalized

students and colleagues in other disciplines in trying to produce "mea: -

ingful research" on a topic of obvious major social significance. For

many, undoubtedly this was a refreshing redirection of the line

from years of studies of less dramatic bread-and-butter managerial issue,

one that held promise of substantially raising the discipline's stature

in the academic pantheon.

Several important books and articles all published in 1969 signalled

the "in" status of the topic. These included

Sturdivant's reader The Ghetto Marketplace

Cross' book Black Capitalism
"1-

Gibson's book The $30 Billion Negro
17

and Cox's article "A Commercial Structure Model
for Depressed Neighborhoods" ^°

These publications signified two important developments in our treatment

of the ghetto marketing problem. First, Cross and Cox along with others





suggested the link between the problem of ignoring the ghetto marketplace

and the problems of minority economic development. Second, Gibson's book

symbolized marketing managements growing realization that the black mar-

ket was in itself a significant market segment, one with different tasc

shopping patterns, media preferences and so on that could and should be

catered to separately. This change of heart was abetted by one of two

major series of studies appearing during the period which established

that the negative effects of including blacks in advertisements were min-

imal or non-existent.

The second set of research studies prominent during the period were

comprised comparative investigations of prices in low-income and non-

income food stores. These studies also relatively quickly concluded the

opposite of the popular stereotype, i.e., that supermarkets did not cha

more in ghetto areas. However, the studies did show that there were rela-

tively more independents and mom-and-pops in ghetto areas and these stores

did change more. It was concluded that the ghetto consumers problem was

not so much one of price discrimination but one of an absence of low cost

supermarkets in their marketplace.

The Maturity and Decline Periods

Entry into the maturity period was signified by the holding of a

major conference on "Improving Inner City Marketing" sponsored by the

American Marketing Association at the State University of New York at

20Euffalo in June of 1970. The period, however, may Le considered

mature not only because of this indication of institutional support

but also because empirical studies of considerably greater scope.

depth, and sophistication began to appear during this period. Included

in this group of studies are Gensch and Staelin's study of black and





21
white shopping pattersn in Pittsburgh's Homewoc shton area, " Alexis,

22
Haines and Simon's series of studies of Rochester's food marketing system,

23
Andreasen's studies of Buffalo's inner city marketing system, ' and Day and

Brandt's study of the effect of Truth- in- Lending legislation on both

24
ghetto and non-ghetto consumers. These studies were marked by substan-

tially stronger theoretical bases and the use of more sophisticated ana-

lytical techniques than the earlier work. They also marked a significant

movement away from earlier research emphasis on comparative prices and

blacks in advertising.

It is particularly distressing to observe that just as much more sig-

nificant research was coming to the fore, ghetto marketing moved into its

decline phase as a salient marketing topic. This is clearly indicated in

Figure 2. Here we can see that, using the more stable measure of journal

articles, output fell about fifty percent between the maturity years of

1970, 1971 and 1972 to the declining years of 1973 and 1974.

The Legacy

Before turning to the question of what caused this early decline in

ghetto marketing output, we might ask what has been accomplished in the

last decade. More precisely: What has this outpouring of research

yielded us as major extensions or modifications of Caplovitz's early-

work (beyond finding that chains don't discriminate and putting blacks

in advertising is not a big risk)?

Probably the single most important contribution of the marketing

profession to the literature in this field has been to add a third set

of causal factors to Caplovitz's original model. This third set of

factors may be broadly termed market structure variables as indicated

in Figure 3. The first intimation of the importance of these variables





Figure 3 about here

was found in the early food prici; Lch discovered th hough

chains apparently did i ice, the major problem for poor

people was that the..-

in their areas, and I on by

Andreasen,^ Maine:, et al.,

city consumers have to patronize d, archaic marketing system,

operating at low volume with high operating costs, insufficient capital

29
and poor management. Sexton ' has suggested that, in fact, the ghettos

may have more chain supermarket outlets than traditional capital invest-

ment decisions would recommend.

It has also become obvious that at least some of the high pricing

in ghetto areas and perhaps some of the apparent deception may in fact be

the product not of malevolence but of high costs and bad management. And,

finally, it has been speculated that at least in some ghetto markets the

fragmented and deteriorated market structure conditions may be getting

worse rather than better since many ghetto areas are presently declinin

in population and /or spending poi

The second major contribution of the literature in marketing has been

to link the inner city consumer issue to two other broad areas of social

concern. In the writer's opinion, one of these linkages is helpful

efforts to improve the lot of the ghetto id one is not.

The first linkage is between s faced t

consumers and the broa' nsumerism ,

;

. at. This ]

necessarily likely to help the ghetto consumer. Consumerism is primar-

ily a middle class movement and the problems of ghetto consumers are not j

quantitatively but qualitatively different from the problems Lddle





31
class consumers. Further, there is a question of whel ;onsumerists

can empathize well with the problems cf the black poor and/c

with them to overcome their max

That consum

consic

in-lending which many consu

minority poor. Anyone familiar with the purchas ehavior of the poor

would be quick to point out that in shopping for credit tr tical

decision variables for them are not the rates of interest at various

outlets but (a) which outlets will in fact given them any credit, an

(b) what the monthly payments will be, i.e. what is the total cost and

how many months do they have to pay it all off.)

The other linkage, as already noted, is betwee .. inner city cc

sumer problem and the problem of minority . :s development, Given

that market structure is an important contributor to the disadvantaged

consumer problem and given that white capital and/or white management is

unlikely to enter inner city the forseeable future, we have

come to realize that improvements in olac.: is ought to

have important positive secondary benefits for inner city consumers.

This linkage is, I think, beneficial in that it has forced us to look

more carefully at what we know about inner city market dynamics and this

knowledge is likely to benefit considerably our u: j nd

ability to make recommendations about inner city s.

Gaps in the Literature

Given the recent decline of interest in ghetto marketing, a second

major question that must be asked is: are there still serious gaps in





the literature that have remained lally untouched by market'. Is it

the case, as many colic: any

really important issues left in the ghetto market,

"responsible

review of the st;" both

32
ture by the author indicate la numi

of critical research issues in the ghetto marketing area that remain

unresolved. Among these are the followin

1. The effects of income support programs on ghetto consumer

problems . It has frequently been asserted that the best

(some say, only ) method of eradicating most, i all,

of the problems of ghetto consumers L-. ve them

more money. This policy alternative has been a matter of

public debate, possible senate action and e>

experimentation over the 1 ars, yet mark :

scholars have contributed little or nothing

cussion despite the obvious central

Date for the consumption the disadvantaged.

And, indeed, preliminary ::ions is

not at all that schemes such = - negativ

tax program will be an unmixed blessing i isacvan-

tagec5 Caplovitz hat

predicted ow the

income and job stability will affed ise of

credit and their market mobility. We know re-: iy

little about such effects. It is for exam]

possible that a modest improvement ie average spend-





pov.

th<

-

ically ai to do so

: is tan rery poor. This is

due to:

(1) loss of transient business

(2) decline of population

(3) stable or declining aver;-. 2S

b. Costs of operation are higher in these areas and

perhaps are increasing;

c. Management of business may be decl in qual-

as area to black;

d. Racial animosities will : lite busi-

nessmen from returni as.

If negative incoT < plar some consumers in areas

more mobile, n rig pov

•

area

.

off than before 1"

2* How rational are the poor as consumers : Louis
recommended

1966 concluded that the poor do not follow "rhe/rules

financial management." dreasen, on the other

hand, suggests that much of the apparent "irrationalit

of disadvantaged consumers may be due to their ,'erent





13

preferences and tast<

diet

an under

Yet we know virti

3 . Blacks' use o f ere

differences in savings behavior and dv pular

types of black's inability to get credi

money, our understanding of black credit use is virtual

non-existei There is some evidence that at lower I

levels blacks use less credit than whites while at upper

35
incomes the reverse is true. Yet this pattern irgely

undocumented and unexplained.

4-. Discriminatory behavior by retail sales clerk s > This writer

for some time has b the fact that an

contacts between blacks and whites in ou ly

the single mo; t is that betwe tite salespeople

(broadly defined) and bla tstomei :>t stuc

have shown that

people like

-

would seem therefore to be potential

tion between the races.

about the nature of interracial contac otenti

damaging settin '.r potential

harmony or disharmo;





14

5. Retail dynamics in inner city market. . ite us

37
by Cox,"

we know little about how im are

changing c ime

.

recommendations about this asp 1 ing

problem we must have better mo /stems

namics.

Summary

The preceding history and evaluation leads to the following co;

sions about the ghetto marketing life cycle:

1. First, it is clear that we were late to get to the issue. A

full four years elapsed before we led serious! the

issues raised by Caplovitz, and then only as a response to

the calamity of urban riots and largely as part of the g<

eral academic stampede to relevant urban research.

2. In the great span of current , our invo]

been very short 3 be-

ginning of df

period, out ou

3. What res*.

grounded in what litt -d

case in point is the lack of use of Holdren's the

41
about supermarket pricing in comparative pricing studies.

Holdren would have predicted no price differer n the

items studied and suggested looking for differ

where .

)





4

.

1S5

Oil

What "Mapper.

If there are the.

us, why h arket

what more genera: was the

lived? Several analogies

themselves.

1. Not enough triers . Ore explanati;

that not enough researchers (particularly

ones) entered the e of

lem , i

early gc

a:.

number of pot€

entering the field

-.ring during the

f: aturity yeai

one of two ; (5

non-low income areas and (] effects of

ads. (Indeed, if one took or.





empirical researc . Lon would be mu

noted, both (and

sometimes "dirty")

central issues were in

our discipline's ma]

challenge them thei . r resear else-

where .

2. Not enough repeat "buyer.-' , In the 11 year hi ar-

keting literature on ghetto marketing there are only twe.:

authors v/ho have written more than twice on this topic

marketing forums. And the number who have done more than

one study (as opposed to publishing several pieces from

the same study) is, of course, even smaller. This and the

preceding phenomenon would explain the very sharp peak in

output in the subject area and the subsequent i ne.

There were few repc n out

for weaknesses in the product, Here ne

problem is the rela

It is extremely difficult t

ous problems in ghetto marketing (e.g., "de , "poor

quality service", "racial discrimlnat: Research-

ers accustomed to the more "concrete" data of ad recall tes

or panel reports may well have found

fuzzy to appeal to them. A second pr

"repeats" is the difficulty of doing r< :h in the ghet

45
As reported in several source time coi:

suming and often psychologically trying to id





resea:

Wi

3.

ketir:

envir rly ai

370, the problems of the ghetto n

: a period of "bei Lect", a

have influenced market researchers as much as it has tl

rest of the population. At the same t-

relevant issues were entering competition for

Researchers" time—pollution, consi

ing" and so on. Presumably many new ar

who might have sti t-

tenticn subjects.

Conclusions and -

In the r.

contributions to the "sc

be characterized

flow with faddis

This experience, one fears, may be

with "socia xetin;

process: to g; discipline involved in c

lies eaj to bring our best mind

tain this inte :>ver a loi

butions are made. Several suggestions





1

.

Create a stronger public policy orientation :

;

Marketing scholars and researchers mus

think of themsel

-

mendations at y.

Every economist

,

logists assume the r be

called upon to testify before an impo: il

committee or advise a major public leader about serious

current policy issues. Marketers do not . Yet the kinds

of issues discussed throughout this paper and many of

those within the broad domain of "social relevance" are

crucial to our national welfare. The marketing discipline's

educational institutions, its leaders and its media must

work to create a frame of mind in present and future mar-

keting scholars and researchers that expects to be invol\

in these major

havioral literature that people ? s expe

fulfilled. If marketers expect to be calle

and to carry on relevanr i , it wi e-

fore the necess neede arch

funds will be forthcoming.

2. A related development wou

interest in subject area competency eptable f

of specialization for marketing scholars. All too often,

the mark of a top Ph.D. candidate or M.B.A. in marketing

is his or her profici In a quantitative avioral or

economic tool, often the narrower, more precise the better.

Inevitably, people train specific tools will seek o.





areas that wi. tools, means appli-

cation to sign

chance , an

problems

problem- Lpline.

3. The problem of bad research drivii >od witnessed

during the growth phase of the t

cycle can be more directly attacked. What are needed

obviously are incentives for tackling important issues

well. One step would be formal intervention in the

marketplace for journal articles to encourage need,

research a than wait .t

article?

-

the output

is not , th

icles to

Clearly one approach use

economics or v. sciei led

orienta conco mt reseai

policy institute of some type. Thus, in the pi

context, £ f the difficul

might have been overcome if there had been for:

Consumer Policy Research Inst.' nstitute





.

could be nous-

business an

a

.

c

to continually r consumer

esearc

b. developing information stc to re-

trieve all available background information for

scholars, poli :,rkers, researchers, activists

and others on relevant consumer topics

.

c. supporting continuing research on w - onsutners

see as the major issues facing them;

d. upporting scholars and others

some facilities to think an
;

or

consumer issue

anagin

researching specific pol ssues;

f . publishing r

assembling reprints or vant r -s

.

Finally, it has been a major cone. trketii in-

volvement in at least one "socially relevant" issue has been a clear c :

.

of underachievement . What seems required is a ma ge in our orien-

tation to public policy issues. A real maturity o ung

discipline is when it takes itself seriously enough to thii n have

major impact on the serious issues of the day. So far, despite some

straws in the wind, we have not reached that stage of maturit. . This





review suggests thai institutional changes are in order be-

fore we will ever be abi
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3. See, for example, Charles S. Goodman, "Marketir; Low Income

Neighborhoods," in Reed Moyer (ed.)> Changing Marketing Systems :

Consumer Corporate and Government Interfaces . (Chicago: American

Marketing Association, 1967) pp. 402-403.

4. Caplovitz, op. cit . , p. 180.

5. Ibid , p. 182.

6. Ibid , p. xix.

7. These journals met two criteria: (1) they publish only articles on

marketing and (2) they are of significant national stature.

8. The entire bibliography is available from the author on request.

9. For example, the number of 1973 conference proceedings publicati.

remains very high despite a significant decline in output of journal

articles. This is in part because of a half-day session at the

Association for Consumer Research 'at which all on-going research in
A

the area could be discussed. (This session presents an enumeration

problem that was resolved by selecting only abstracts from the 21

appearing in the proceedings that reported results of actual field

research.)

10. Marcus Alexis, "Some Negro-White Differences in Cc ion,"

American Journal of Econ and Sociology , Vol. 21, No. 1,

(January 1962), pp. 11-28.
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Department of
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Food Marketing, Special Studies in Food Marketing , Technical Report

No. 10, June 1966, pp. 121-144. It was later learned that store

managers typically were forewarned before prices were checked. The

Department of Agriculture repeated the study in 1968 and found about,

the same results. SeetU. S. Department o Lculturej Comparison of

Prices Paid for Selected Food s in C"; . ores in Hig :orne

Area s of Six Cities, (Wash

i

S. Department

1968).

14. United States House tions Commit te

Consumer Problems of t I in Lo

Areas and the Fc leral Government

Printing Of

i

15. . rick D. Stui rketplace, (New York: Th

Free Press, 1969).

16. Theodo re Cross, Black Capit- Strate gy for Business in the Ghetto

,

(New York: Atheneum, 1969).

17. D. Parke Gibson,

Company, 196S

18. William E. Cox, Jr. "A Commi

,'ighborhoods, " Journal rketi >,

pp. 1-9.
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19. As noted below, the second set of studi re comparisons of food

prices in low- and high- reas.

20. One outcome of the com

Improving Inner

Associat [ i 972)

.

21. See, for example, Dennis H. hard Ln, "The Ap

of Buying Black," Journal of Marketing Research. Vol. 9, (May 1972),

pp. 141-148.

22. See, for example, George H. Haines, Jr., Leonard S. Simon and Marcus

Alexis, "Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Central-City Food Trading

Areas," Journal of Marketing Research , Vol. 9, (May 1972), pp. 154-

159.

23. See, for example, Alan R. Andreasen, Inner City Business: Case S tudy

of Buffalo, New York, (New York: Praeger Publisher c. , 1971).

24. See, for example, George S. Day and William K. Brandt, "A Study of
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